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Napoleon Hill once said that whatever the mind can conceive and believe, it can

achieve. There are two key words in this statement – conceice and believe – To

conceive an idea, you need to bring clarity to your mind, and many people live

without mastering their minds, they have given in to the idea that life just happens

and we must go with the flow.  As a result they live in doubt worry and fear, totally

subservients to their own mind.

I am passionate about helping you bring order to your mind and bring your ideas to

life.

 

For the past decade or so, I have been assisting entrepreneurs and professionals

whose doubts and fears are keeping them away from the money and the business

they want.  When they work with me they make more money and achieve success

faster by unleashing their potential and dissolving the fears holding them back, so

they can live a full and happy life.
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15 Powerful Tips
to dissolve the fears to get the

business and the money you want -

fast!

It is no secret that most people are not living the lives they really want. It’s also no secret

that there’s a more successful and happy you, with a lot more money, freedom and

happiness waiting for you to discover. Interested?

 

Here I share fifteen tips that, if you just decide to start incorporating them into your daily

life, you will see things beginning to happen the way you want them to. All the doubts and

fears will start dissolving and the new you, will emerge….a more successful and happy

you, with a lot more money, freedom and happiness.

 

Are you ready?

1. Say yes to your dream and start with what you have NOW.
There is something magical that happens when you make a committed decision that
you want to do something and wrap that decision with a strong desire for achievement. 
If you can figure out steps you can take right now, with what you have - and actually
take them - you have set things in motion! Then, you just keep on going that way…. 1
step at a time.

2. Act before you are ready

Writers have a saying that “if you are not embarrassed by your first book, you probably
published it too late”.  The message behind this is that most people wait far too long
before starting to live their dreams. They want to get perfect at it. That can totally kill
your dream.  A goal is to help you grow.  Start right now and perfect your game while
doing it.  The doing is the best teacher, it will make you ready faster.

3. Get clarity

As you go along, seek clarity of what really matters to you in that business, dream or
idea.  You see, at time you are so involved with the idea of creating something and you
forget what is important to you in that something.  What do you really want?  is it more
money, more freedom or more space to be you? What exactly is the outcome that you
desire?
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4. Bet on yourself

I bet you can make it happen if you just ditch all the inner talk that pulls you away from
your dream, and the nay Sayers around you. You are so in love with your idea but
doubt and fear keep holding you back.  Here is a hint - bet on yourself - look at your
past achievements and how you created the life that you have so far.  Put all your past
experience of success and failure working for you.  Hire a coach to help you grow and
understand yourself better.

5. Fail forward

If you fail (as you must), learn from it, but shrug it off stand up, hold your head high and
move forward.  Napoleon Hill once said that success is the progressive realisation of a
worthy goal.  If your dream is worthy of you, then you will be persistent and keep on at
it until you succeed.  Isn’t it better to fail whilst doing what you must or love rather than
failing whilst hiding in your insecurities?

6. Create empowering affirmation

Affirmations will lift you up motivate and will keep you vibrant and focused everyday as
you sail through.  Affirmations work, if they are well written. The rule is that they must
only have positive and uplifting words that flow and inspire you.  Create a special
affirmation that works for you and use it.

7. Create a winner image

Your self-image will always be the limit of how much you can achieve, so it’s very
important to create a self-image that is aligned with what you want.  If you seek
success you must feel, dress and act the part.  Before you become that successful
person, you must be that successful person. People with a winner’s image don’t just
think and talk about things; they act on their ideas. They’re self-starters. They follow
through. They get results.

8. Develop empowering beliefs

Whatever the mind can conceive and believe, it can create.  The key word here is
belief.  You have to create an inner belief, and that can be done effectively with
affirmation and action.  Action is the best remedy for improving your beliefs about just
about anything. act that way, and as you do that, smile, smile, smile, the smile relaxes
your mind and relaxation makes you flow!

9. Create success habits and stick to them

What are some habits that would help you to focus more and be present in the
moment?  Habits such as regular exercise, eating healthy, gratitude list, daily
affirmation, goal cards, reading, listening to motivations audios and videos and
thoughts in the present moment, help you to be more focused and present.
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10. Be decisive

Successful people make decisions very quickly and change them very slowly if at all.  If
you decide on a goal or a course of action, make it a committed decision.  You see
when you decide to do something, you do it if and when you can, when you make a
committed decision, you do it no matter what.

11. Be persistence

Napoleon Hill once said that with persistence you can win, without it, you are a failure. 
Persistence is the glue that sticks all of it together and helps you bounce back again
and again from adversity. If you persist you will certainly win.

12. Create money consciousness

Money, money, money, YES, it is important, so you must develop a good relationship
with it.  If you are afraid of money it will keep away from you.  Check your beliefs about
money, do you relate well to it?  Do you see it as your servant or as your master? do
you feel comfortable to make money, use money and to talk about money in a healthy
way? Does money control you or you control money?

13. Work on yourself

Success comes from growth.  You have to keep on growing, and growth comes from
learning more of the skills you need to perfect your game.   Set aside time to study
each day, mostly study yourself.

14. Be happy

Don’t forget to have fun along the way.  Creating more money and success in your life
is a serious business - but not that serious- you have to enjoy the process, it’s your life,
it’s the only life you have, so have fun, laugh, party, and keep those good vibes up. 
Good vibration attracts great results.

15. Hire a coach

If you study every successful person, they have coaches or mentors.  A mentor is
someone who has already achieved success in the area you desire and he/she can
guide you on technical aspects.  A Coach is someone who can help you with self-
introspection and give you tools to master yourself and your environment.  The more
you know about you, the more power you have to create the life you want.  This is what
I do, I help entrepreneurs whose doubts and fears are keeping them away from the
money and the success they want. When they work with me, I help them make more
money and achieve success faster by unleashing their potential and dissolving the
doubts and fears holding them back.

Are you ready for a discovery session?  Wait no more, book today

whatsApp +258 85 209 1451
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